
Room Booking
Solutions

Room and space booking in the workplace is a great way to get more out of your facility, but it comes with 
several challenges. The availability of rooms and spaces can be limited, especially during peak times when 
multiple events or meetings are happening simultaneously. Scheduling conflicts can arise, resulting in delays, 
rescheduling, or cancellations. Communication breakdowns can occur, leading to confusion and misunder-
standings. Room and space booking software can be complicated or not integrated with other systems or 
tools, making it challenging to manage bookings. Another challenge is ensuring that resources, such as AV 
equipment, furniture, and catering services, are available in each room or space.

How 22Miles Solves Them
Managing flexible workspaces with 22Miles 
Publisher Pro is easy. Our CMS simplifies room and 
space booking reservations, automates availability 
calendars, and centralizes space and room reserva-
tion data for managers. Streamlining the space 
booking and reservation process lets employees focus 
on more critical tasks. Automating room booking can 
help enterprise businesses save time, increase 
productivity, optimize resource utilization, improve 
communication, and more. Integrating a robust CMS 
like ours can lead to cost savings and improved 
operational efficiency, making it a valuable tool for 
organizations of all sizes.

Room Booking Features

Integrate with Microsoft and Google and 
automatically sync with room signage for 
instant availability updates

Support nearly every type of SoC and IoT 
device, and operating system

Easily apply consistent branding across all 
screens

Streamline the space/room booking work-
flow down to a single click

Challenges 
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Benefits of using 22Miles

Remove the hassles of manually managing the booking and scheduling of your meet-
ing rooms, conference rooms, and collaborative office spaces with the 22Miles content 
management system (CMS). Intelligent automation does the work, so data feeds will 
update dynamically, enabling employees to get more done with less effort. Our soft-
ware's tools and workplace integrations empower workers to locate, view, and reserve 
conference, huddle, or meeting rooms that are instantly updated. And it seamlessly 
operates with the software your team already uses and loves, such as Microsoft Office 
365, Teams, Cisco WebEx, Zoom, and more.

Extend the meeting when 
the room is available

End meetings instantly to free
up the space

Instant-read booking calendar 
in various formats viewable from 
every screen in the facility's 
digital ecosystem

Choose from professionally 
curated content layouts in our
template center

Support an unlimited number 
of rooms without restrictions

Support multiple users for 
content management and
system updates

Web designer interface for 
making layout customizations

Display slideshows as a screen 
background, even in MTR idle 
screens

Book room or workspace 
from any screen, kiosk, 
tablet, or mobile device

Automatic check-in and out 
will cancel meetings if no 
one shows up

Display ticker or scrolling 
feeds from company social 
media, news, and more


